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SHOES
2017 Giro sport desiGn

Cinder Mips Helmet, Chrono sport sublimated Jersey, Chrono sport Bib short, siv Glove, Comp racer High rise sock, sentrie techlace shoes
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BoA ip1 BuCkle – fast, 

intuitive adjustment in 1mm 

increments when tightening or 

loosening

eAston eC90 slX2 outsole 

– among the lightest, thinnest 

and stiffest pedaling platforms 

on the road

teCHlACe systeM – replaces 

d-rings and other hardware 

with laces, providing a more 

supple feel across the forefoot, 

and the laces can be easily 

replaced if damaged

supernAturAl Fit 

FootBed – adjustable arch 

supports to personalize fit and 

comfort

preMiuM evoFiBer sl 

upper – supple, durable and 

highly breathable 

REVOLUTION 
OF THE  
SPECIES

2017 Giro CyClinG sHoes

Factor techlace shoe

TECHLaCE

2017 Giro CyClinG sHoes
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TECHLaCE

Cody Kelly – Yeti Racing Team
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Boa IP1 DIAL – fast, intuitive 

adjustment in 1mm increments when 

tightening or loosening

EasTon EC90 sLX2 ouTsoLE 

– among the lightest, thinnest and 

stiffest pedaling platforms on the road

TechLAce sysTem – replaces 

d-rings and other hardware with 

laces, providing a more supple feel 

across the forefoot, and the laces can 

be easily replaced if damaged

supErnaTuraL FiT FooTBEd 

– adjustable arch supports to 

personalize fit and comfort

prEmium EvoFiBEr sL uppEr – 

supple, durable and highly breathable 

REVOLUTION 
OF THE  
SPECIES

LaCE

2017 Giro CyClinG sHoes

Factor techlace shoe
The Factor Techlace™ is a race-bred cycling shoe 
that couples the benefits of our Techlace system 
with the easy adjustability of a Boa dial, plus 
the performance you expect from Giro—all at an 
impressively low weight of 210 grams (size 42.5). 

this extraordinary design is driven by our patent-
pending techlace system, which couples the 
benefits of laces with the convenience of a strap 
for superb fit and easy adjustment on-the-fly. By 
replacing d-rings and other hardware with laces, 
the techlace system provides a more supple 
feel across the forefoot. Plus, the laces can be 
easily replaced if damaged. In addition to the 
adjustability of two straps, we’ve partnered with 
Boa to achieve precise adjustment and a secure 
feel at the top of the instep with their premium 
IP1 dial. Boa’s dial interface offers fast, intuitive 
adjustment in 1-millimeter increments when 
tightening or loosening. 

Giro footwear is famous for fit and comfort, and 
the Factor Techlace is no exception. The upper is 
constructed with Evofiber SL, which is durable yet 
highly breathable. Inside the shoe, our SuperNatural 
Fit footbed features X-Static anti-microbial fiber plus 
adjustable arch supports to personalize fit, comfort 
and pedaling efficiency. Power transfer is bolstered 
by the easton® EC90 SLX2 carbon fiber outsole, 
which is among the lightest, thinnest and stiffest 
pedaling platforms on the road, giving you a direct 
connection to the pedals.

When you put all of this together, you get the 
comfort of laces, the convenience of on-the-fly 
adjustability, and classic Giro fit and performance.



PERFORMANCE 
REIMAGINED

CominG soon

Giro footwear has quickly become the leading choice  

of discerning riders worldwide because of our 

dedication to fit, performance and style. We’re proud  

of the 2017 footwear line, but we couldn’t help 

ourselves from tinkering to squeeze more performance 

out of our top-of-the-line road shoes. 

By leveraging a host of materials that are completely 

new to cycling footwear, we not only improved 

performance and comfort, but also whittled weight 

down to a point we never imagined possible. 

Stay tuned – these shoes will be worth the wait.

2017 Giro CyClinG sHoes



TERRaDURO mID
THE uLTimaTE aLL mounTain sHoE 

the terraduro™ Mid takes the classic 
terraduro platform and makes it even 
more capable for all mountain adventures 
and serious enduro racing—and it excels 
in even the wettest conditions. The mid-
top provides additional ankle support and 
coverage that inspires confidence when 
bombing through rock gardens or hiking 
rough trails. The breathable DWR treated 
Ariaprene™ ankle scree cover moves with 
you to provide incredible comfort, and the 
laced closure allows you to get the perfect 
fit with seven points of adjustment. This 
shoe is highly water resistant with a lace 
shroud and a water sealed cleat opening. 
Built around a stout nylon shank, the 
terraduro Mid pedals like a pure XC shoe 
but keeps you steady when scrambling 
over rocks and logs thanks to the grippy 
vibram® rubber outsole. 

2017 Giro CyClinG sHoes

opposite: switchblade Mips Helmet, Blok MtB Goggle, Havoc short, remedy X2 Glove, Hrc+Merino sock, terraduro Mid shoes



White / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7077044-063 

Vermillion / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7077026-043 

Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7077006-025 

rEvoLuTion oF THE spECiEs

FaCTOR TECHLaCE

uppEr: 

one-piece upper design

Premium Evofiber™ SL breathable 
teijin® microfiber

techlace™ + Boa ip1 dial 
(1mm +/- with macro release)

ouTsoLE:

easton® eC90 slX2 
high-modulus carbon 

steel hardware

replaceable heel pads

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

X-static® anti-microbial fiber

travel bag included

WEiGHT: 

210 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5

The Factor Techlace™ is a race-bred cycling shoe that couples the benefits of our Techlace system with the 
easy adjustment of a Boa dial, plus the performance you expect from Giro—all at an impressively low weight 
of 210 grams (size 42.5). The Techlace system replaces D-rings and other hardware with laces, providing 
a more supple feel across the forefoot, and the laces can be easily replaced if damaged. The Boa IP1 dial 
offers fast, intuitive adjustment in 1mm increments when tightening or loosening. The Factor Techlace upper 
is constructed with Evofiber SL, which is durable yet highly breathable. Inside the shoe, our SuperNatural Fit 
footbed features adjustable arch supports to personalize fit, comfort and pedaling efficiency. Power transfer is 
bolstered by the easton® EC90 SLX2 carbon fiber outsole, which is among the lightest, thinnest and stiffest 
pedaling platforms on the road, giving you a direct connection to the pedals.
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priCE: 

$350 usd

NEW
2017 Giro CyClinG sHoes

GIRO
ROaD
SHOES
2017 Giro sport desiGn

synthe Mips Helmet, Chrono pro Jersey, Chrono pro Bib short, Zero Cs Glove, Hrc team sock, Factor techlace shoes
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White / Black White / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7082117-134 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50: 7082057-076 

Blue Steel / Matte Black

Ultraviolet / White Silver Reflective

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7077298-315 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7082154-171

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50: 7082077-096

Black / Silver Black / White

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7077242-259 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7077278-297 

a ConTEmporary CLassiCyEs, THEy’rE THaT LiGHT

CusTomiZE your EmpirEs 
WiTH rEpLaCEmEnT LaCEs
pg 141

EmPIRE aCCEmPIRE SLX

uppEr: 

one-piece upper design

Premium Evofiber™ SL breathable 
teijin® microfiber

empire laces: holds a knot, 
durable and light

ouTsoLE:

easton® eC90 slX2  
high-modulus carbon

titanium hardware 

replaceable heel pads

FooTBEd: 

ultralight supernatural Fit kit  
with adjustable arch support

ultralight footbed 

X-static® anti-microbial fiber

travel bag included

WEiGHT: 

175 grams (size 42.5 with 
ultralight footbed)

siZinG:

39 – 48, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5 

uppEr: 

one-piece upper design

Premium Evofiber™ breathable 
microfiber

empire laces: holds a knot, 
durable and light

ouTsoLE:

easton® EC90 ACC carbon fiber

steel hardware

replaceable heel pads

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

X-static® anti-microbial fiber

WEiGHT: 

215 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5 

The Empire™ ACC continues to push the boundaries of high-performance cycling shoes. A classic laced 
closure offers seven points of fit adjustment and complements the breathable Evofiber™ synthetic upper for 
superb fit and comfort. The Easton® eC90 ACC full carbon sole offers the stiffness needed for everything 
from Grand Tours to gran fondos, with ultra-low 6.5mm stack height for a direct connection to the pedals. 
And our adjustable SuperNatural Fit footbed lets you fine-tune the fit and arch support for an unmatched 
blend of performance and style.

At just 175 grams (size 42.5), the Empire™ SLX sets the standard for light weight cycling footwear. Yet it 
doesn’t compromise the structure or stiffness needed to put full power to the pedals thanks to a combination 
of exceptional fit, an Evofiber™ SL one-piece upper, and the Easton® EC90 SLX2 high-modulus outsole.  
And with replaceable heel pads, full titanium hardware and our adjustable supernatural Fit kit, these are  
full-featured shoes built to win, and built to last.
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priCE: 

$275 usd

priCE: 

$350 usd
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White

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50: 7077104-123 

Highlight Yellow / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7077086-103

Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 52:  7077064-085 

EXCEpTionaL FiT and adJusTaBiLiTy

SENTRIE TECHLaCE

uppEr: 

Techlace™ + Boa L6 dial  
(1mm + with macro release)

Toe and heel microfiber 
reinforcements

Welded and bonded upper

ouTsoLE:

easton® eC70 carbon composite 

steel hardware

replaceable walking pads

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

245 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 52, including half sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5

The Sentrie Techlace™ offers elite-level performance with the comfort of laces and the convenience of a strap. 
the techlace system replaces d-rings and other hardware with laces, providing a more supple feel across the 
forefoot, and the laces can be easily replaced if damaged. The Boa L6 dial offers 1mm adjustment increments 
when tightening and easy pull-to-release function for quick in and out of the shoe. The Sentrie Techlace is 
constructed with a lightweight bonded and welded breathable upper and an easton® eC70 carbon composite 
outsole. Inside the shoe, our SuperNatural Fit footbed features adjustable arch supports to personalize fit, 
comfort and pedaling efficiency. 
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priCE: 

$250 usd

NEW
2017 Giro CyClinG sHoes

opposite: Cinder Mips Helmet, Chrono sport sublimated Jersey, Chrono sport Bib short, 

siv Glove, Comp racer High rise sock, sentrie techlace shoes
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Matte White

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7057054-071 

Matte Black / Black Matte Black / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7057034-053 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7057072-089 

imprEssivE FiT, pErFormanCE and vaLuE 
For WidEr FEET

imprEssivE FiT, pErFormanCE and vaLuE

TRaNS E70 HVTRaNS E70

uppEr: 

Evofiber™ breathable  
microfiber upper

strong and secure ratcheting n-1 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

Offset low profile straps  
and offset d-ring

ouTsoLE:

easton® eC70 carbon composite

steel hardware 

replaceable walking pad

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

285 grams (size 42.5) 

siZinG:

39 – 48 high-volume, including 
half-sizes from 39.5 – 46.5 

uppEr: 

Evofiber™ breathable  
microfiber upper

strong and secure ratcheting n-1 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

Offset low profile straps  
and offset d-ring

ouTsoLE:

easton® eC70 carbon composite 

steel hardware 

replaceable walking pad

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

275 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5 

The Trans™ E70 HV offers timeless cycling style and the latest materials in a fit created specifically for wide/ 
high-volume feet. It starts with a perforated Evofiber™ upper that conforms to your foot, and our acclaimed 
SuperNatural Fit footbed with adjustable arch support to help optimize comfort and pedaling efficiency.  
then we add a robust easton® eC70 carbon composite outsole with replaceable heel pads to get the most  
out of your pedal stroke, without sacrificing long-term durability.

The Trans™ E70 combines timeless cycling style with the latest materials to redefine performance at this 
price. It starts with a perforated Evofiber™ upper that conforms to your foot, and our acclaimed SuperNatural 
Fit footbed with adjustable arch support to help optimize your comfort and pedaling efficiency. Then we add a 
robust easton® eC70 carbon composite outsole with replaceable heel pads to get the most out of your pedal 
stroke, without sacrificing long-term durability.
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priCE: 

$200 usd

priCE: 

$200 usd
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Sepia Leather / Black Army / Gum

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7058183-192 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7058153-162 

Dark Shadow Reflective Black Canvas / Gum

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7068621-630 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7068611-620 

inspirEd By advEnTurE and THE road LEss TravELEdTimELEss LuXury, inspirEd By advEnTurE

REPUBLICREPUBLIC LX

uppEr: 

High-quality, perforated  
microfiber upper

laced closure with non-slip laces

Micro-suede heel counter

ouTsoLE:

injected nylon with 2-bolt  
cleat mount

replaceable, high-traction  
walking pads

Mid-foot scuff guard

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed with  
micro-suede top sheet and 
medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

315 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

39 – 48 in whole sizes only 

uppEr: 

High-quality, leather upper  
or reflective options

laced closure with non-slip laces

Micro-suede heel counter

ouTsoLE:

injected nylon with 2-bolt  
cleat mount

replaceable, high-traction  
walking pads

Mid-foot scuff guard

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed with  
micro-suede top sheet and 
medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment 

WEiGHT: 

315 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

39 – 48 in whole sizes only 

The Republic™ offers timeless style and confidence on the open road and when the ride ends. These shoes 
combine a supple, perforated microfiber upper with a stout nylon outsole for great pedaling efficiency and  
high-traction walking pads for stable footing on roads, sidewalks and gravel when you’re off the bike.

Cycling shoes can do more than just provide a great connection to the pedals—they can also get you where 
you want to go in comfort, confidence and style, even when the ride ends. The Republic™ LX combines an 
elegant upper with a stout nylon outsole for great pedaling efficiency and high traction walking pads for stable 
footing on roads, sidewalks and gravel when you’re off the bike.
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priCE: 

$150 usd
priCE: 

$190 usd
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White / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7068475-492 

Bright Red / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7077142-159

Black / Bright Red Black / Bright Red

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7068455-474 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7068493-510 

sLEEK sTyLE and ELEvaTEd pErFormanCE For WidE FEET sLEEK sTyLE WiTH ELEvaTEd pErFormanCE

aPECKX II HVaPECKX II

uppEr: 

Welded and bonded upper

High-quality, breathable upper 

strong and secure ratcheting n-1 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

ouTsoLE:

dupont® Zytel™ nylon  
with standard 3-bolt mount 

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

285 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 48 high-volume, including 
half-sizes from 39.5 – 46.5 

uppEr: 

Welded and bonded upper

High-quality, breathable upper 

strong and secure ratcheting n-1 
buckle closure with n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

ouTsoLE:

dupont® Zytel™ nylon  
with standard 3-bolt mount

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

275 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5 

The Apeckx II HV offers the same style and performance as our standard Apeckx II, with fit and comfort 
tailored to high-volume and extra-wide feet. A supple microfiber upper is matched to an impressively stiff 
dupont™ Zytel® sole. The upper is welded and bonded, resulting in fewer seams for reduced hot spots and 
improved comfort. Our micro-ratcheting, low-profile N-1 buckle and two straps offer precise fit adjustment, 
while the anti-microbial footbed optimizes comfort and prevents odor. It’s a great choice for riders who want  
a durable, comfortable shoe at a great price.

the Apeckx™ ii combines a supple bonded and welded mesh upper with an impressively stiff dupont® Zytel™ 
sole. The welded and bonded upper results in fewer seams for reduced hot spots and improved comfort. 
Fit is adjustable via the classic combination of a micro-ratcheting, low-profile N-1 buckle and two straps. 
A supportive, anti-microbial EVA footbed optimizes comfort while reducing odor. Plus, the Apeckx II is built 
on the same last as our highest-performance shoes, so you get the same amazing fit that has made Giro the 
fastest-growing brand of cycling shoes.
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priCE: 

$150 usd

priCE: 

$150 usd
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White

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7042083-092 

Highlight Yellow / Matte Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7058077-094

White / Black Matte Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7042033-052 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7059879-890 

THE poWEr oF simpLiCiTyLiGHT, ComForTaBLE and QuiCK in TransiTion

TREBLE IIINCITER TRI

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
synthetic fiber 

Classic 3-strap closure

ouTsoLE:

injected nylon with universal  
cleat mount (2 or 3 bolt)

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed with  
medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

290 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

39 – 50 in whole sizes only 

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable microfiber 
and air mesh upper

strong and secure two-strap 
closure for power and fast 
transition

ouTsoLE:

injected nylon with universal  
cleat mount (2 or 3 bolt)

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

260 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5 

Clean, modern style and a versatile, supportive form make the treble ii™ a popular choice for everything from 
indoor cycling classes to gran fondos. The upper is made of supple synthetic fiber and adjusts quickly and 
precisely with three wide straps, while an Aegis® anti-microbial evA footbed keeps you comfortable on longer 
rides. The stiff, injected nylon outsole is outfitted with our Universal Cleat Mount system that accommodates 
both three-bolt and two-bolt cleat / pedal systems.

The Inciter™ Tri is a stylish, high-performance triathlon shoe that rivals pro-level designs. Features like a wide 
throat opening, a broad upper strap and an integrated scuff guard at the heel are specifically tailored to the 
demands of triathlons. And with a low-profile, custom-engineered nylon composite outsole, you get strong 
energy transfer from every pedal stroke.
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priCE: 

$100 usd

priCE: 

$130 usd
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Black / Squiggle

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7068565-574 

Dark Shadow / Glowing Red

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7057795-804 

For indoor CyCLinG CLass and THE TraiL BEyond

GRYND

uppEr: 

Microfiber and mesh upper

laced closure with lace  
keeper strap

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible shank 
with optimized cleat zone

Molded evA outsole with rubber 
walking zones

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

350 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

39 – 48 in whole sizes only 

With athletic shoe-inspired styling and a cushioned EVA outsole, the Grynd™ fits right in at the gym, but it 
was really born to ride. The mesh and synthetic leather upper is supportive and breathable, and matched 
with a nylon / EVA outsole that features a recessed 2-bolt cleat design for compatibility with clipless pedals. 
it’s an ideal combination for spin enthusiasts, recreational riders and anyone who wants a solid, versatile 
shoe for pedaling and walking, indoors and out.

priCE: 

$120 usd

104 Winter Merino Wool sock, Grynd shoes



Blue Jewel / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7068301-318 

Vermillion / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7079899-916

Black / Lime

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7076852-871 

oFF-road pErFormanCE, rEdEFinEd

EmPIRE VR90

uppEr: 

one-piece upper design

Premium Evofiber™ breathable 
teijin® microfiber

empire laces: holds a knot, 
durable and light

rubber toe cap

ouTsoLE:

easton® EC90 carbon fiber

Molded vibram® rubber  
high-traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard 

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

X-static® anti-microbial fiber

travel bag and stainless  
steel toe spikes included

WEiGHT: 

315 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5 

the empire™ vr90 is one of the lightest options available on dirt and sets the standard in high-performance 
off-road shoes. Highlights include a lightweight laced one-piece upper for unrivaled comfort, an Easton® 
eC90 full carbon outsole and molded vibram® rubber tread for relentless grip. The upper is made of our 
breathable Evofiber™ microfiber by Teijin® for superb fit and support that won’t stretch out with wear or 
weather. Our adjustable SuperNatural Fit footbed lets you fine-tune the fit and arch support for maximum 
pedaling efficiency.

107

priCE: 

$300 usd

GIRO
DIRT
SHOES
2017 Giro sport desiGn

2017 Giro CyClinG sHoes

CusTomiZE your EmpirEs 
WiTH rEpLaCEmEnT LaCEs
pg 141

Hrc+Merino Wool sock, terraduro Mid shoes
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Vermillion / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7076834-851 

Black Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7058305-324 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7058343-360 

pro pErFormanCE WiTH EXTra voLumEpro pErFormanCE TaKEs a sTEp ForWard

CODE VR70 HVCODE VR70

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
Evofiber™ microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle and n-2 strap (replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe cap

High-volume fit

ouTsoLE:

easton® EC90 carbon fiber

Molded vibram® rubber high 
traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard 

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit  
with adjustable arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

345 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 48 high-volume, including 
half-sizes from 39.5 – 46.5 

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
Evofiber™ microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle and n-2 strap (replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe caps

ouTsoLE:

easton® EC70 carbon fiber

Molded vibram® rubber high 
traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial fiber

WEiGHT: 

335 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5 

the Code™ vr70 Hv is made for riders with wide / high-volume feet who want mega power transfer and the 
durability needed to stand up to rugged trails and conditions. The light yet tough Evofiber™ upper conforms 
to your foot, and our adjustable supernatural Fit kit allows you to tune the arch support for comfort and 
efficiency. An optimized Easton® eC70 carbon composite sole provides pro-level stiffness and a tough,  
molded rubber outsole provides protection and grip when you’re off the bike.

The Code™ VR70 is a great choice for riders who want mega power transfer without sacrificing the durability 
needed to stand up to rugged trails and conditions. The new upper features our proprietary Evofiber™ material 
for superb fit, and complements the adjustable SuperNatural Fit Kit that allows custom tuning of your arch 
support. An Easton® EC70 carbon composite sole offers pro-level stiffness and is finished with a tough,  
molded vibram® rubber outsole that provides protection and grip when you’re off the bike.
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priCE: 

$250 usd

priCE: 

$250 usd
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Vermillion / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7077336-353 

Black Dark Shadow / Black

SIZES: PART No.
37-48:  7051657-668  

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7077695-714 

THE uLTimaTE aLL mounTain sHoEa BETTEr ConnECTion To THE pEdaLs, rEGardLEss oF 
THE WEaTHEr

TERRaDURO mIDaLPINEDURO

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
Evofiber™ microfiber

empire lace system with shroud

rubber toe and heel reinforcement

Asymmetric ankle coverage

ouTsoLE:

Water sealed cleat opening

updated vibram® high-traction 
lugged outsole

Flexible forefoot zone for walking

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

435 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5

empire lace system with shroud

uppEr: 

Breathable microfiber with 
waterproof / breathable liner

primaloft® insulation

lace closure with lace holder

rubber toe and heel reinforcement

Reflective details

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible  
shank with stout cleat zone

vibram® icetrek™ wet weather 
high-traction lugged outsole 

Optional cleat cover for flat  
pedal use

Flexible forefoot zone for walking

FooTBEd: 

Brushed evA footbed with 
X-static® anti-microbial treatment

Medium arch support

Foil thermal barrier

TEmpEraTurE raTinG:

15˚to 45˚F / - 9˚ to 7˚C

WEiGHT: 

440 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

37 – 48 in whole sizes only

the terraduro™ Mid takes the classic terraduro platform and makes it even more capable for all mountain 
adventures and serious enduro racing—and it excels in even the wettest conditions. The mid-top provides 
additional ankle support and coverage that inspires confidence when bombing through rock gardens or hiking 
rough trails. The breathable Ariaprene™ ankle scree cover moves with you to provide incredible comfort, and 
the laced closure allows you to get the perfect fit with seven points of adjustment. This shoe is highly water 
resistant with a water gasket, lace shroud, and a water sealed cleat opening. This shoe is built around a stout 
nylon shank that pedals like a pure XC shoe, combined with a grippy vibram® rubber outsole that keeps you 
steady when scrambling over rocks and logs. A reinforced toe box offers protection from scrapes and impacts.

At heart, the Alpineduro is a rugged mountain shoe with a grippy vibram® rubber outsole, 
insulated construction and a clip-in pedal-ready nylon shank that doesn’t sacrifice walking 
comfort or grip. On the outside, it’s an urban adventurer with superb fit and style, plus a 
waterproof microfiber upper engineered to repel winter’s wet and icy chill. When riding is  
your style all year-round, this is your go-to shoe. 
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aLpinduro rain GaiTEr
to make the Alpineduro ultra waterproof, 
pair it with the Alpineduro Rain Gaiter.
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Lime / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7076890-907 

Blue Jewel / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7068437-454

Black Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7042461-478 
49 – 50: 7058609-610 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7058629-646 

CranK up THE voLumEpoWErFuL pEdaLinG WiTH ConFidEnT HiKinG

TERRaDURO HVTERRaDURO

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
Evofiber™ microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe cap

High-volume fit

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible shank 
with optimized cleat zone

updated vibram® high-traction 
lugged outsole

Flexible forefoot zone  
for walking

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

430 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 48 high-volume, including 
half-sizes from 39.5 – 46.5

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
Evofiber™ microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle and n-2 strap (replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe cap

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible shank 
with optimized cleat zone

updated vibram® high-traction 
lugged outsole

Flexible forefoot zone for walking

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

420 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 50, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5

the terraduro™ Hv was created for riders with wide/high-volume feet and designed to navigate the demands 
of all-mountain riding. This shoe is built around a stout nylon shank that pedals like a pure XC shoe, combined 
with a grippy vibram® rubber outsole that inspires confidence when scrambling over rocks and logs. The fit 
is secure and supportive thanks to a slim, micro-adjustable buckle and two-strap closure system, while a 
reinforced toe box offers protection from scrapes and impacts.

the terraduro™ was created to navigate the demands of all-mountain riding and enduro where performance 
is needed on and off the bike. This shoe is built around a stout nylon shank that pedals like a pure XC shoe, 
combined with a grippy vibram® rubber outsole that inspires confidence when scrambling over rocks and logs. 
The fit is secure and supportive thanks to a slim, micro-adjustable buckle and two-strap closure system,  
while a reinforced toe box offers protection from scrapes and impacts.
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Dark Shadow / Flame

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7068367-384 

Blue Jewel

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7076908-925

Black / Gum Black / Gum

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7068347-366 
51: 7083039
52: 7083040

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7068385-402 

THE CLassiC TraiL sHoE, WiTH EXTra voLumEour CLassiC TraiL sHoE WiTH a ruBBEr ouTsoLE 

PRIVaTEER R HV PRIVaTEER R

uppEr: 

durable welded and stitched upper

High-quality, breathable microfiber 

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe cap

High-volume fit

ouTsoLE:

Co-molded nylon and rubber  
high traction lugged outsole 

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

385 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 48 high-volume, including 
half-sizes from 39.5 – 46.5 

uppEr: 

durable welded and stitched upper

High-quality, breathable microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe cap

ouTsoLE:

Co-molded nylon and rubber high 
traction lugged outsole 

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

375 grams (size 42.5)

siZinG:

39 – 52, including half-sizes from 
39.5 – 46.5

the privateer™ r Hv model takes the same performance as our standard privateer r, but accommodates 
high-volume and extra-wide feet. This shoe features a new nylon and rubber co-molded outsole for exceptional 
durability and improved grip on rocks or roots. The reinforced toe box boasts a rubber toe-guard for improved 
durability yet comfort reigns supreme with a supple microfiber upper, two straps and a micro-ratcheting buckle. 
Those features, combined with the stiff and efficient nylon outsole, create a shoe that rivals the performance 
of more expensive composite designs. Other highlights include aggressive lugs for improved traction, toe spike 
compatibility and a supportive evA footbed with Aegis® anti-microbial treatment.

the privateer™ r features a nylon and rubber co-molded outsole for durability and improved grip on rocks or 
roots. The reinforced toe box boasts a rubber toe-guard for improved durability yet comfort reigns supreme with 
a supple microfiber upper, two straps and a micro-ratcheting buckle. Those features, combined with the stiff 
and efficient nylon outsole, create a shoe that rivals the performance of more expensive composite designs. 
other highlights include aggressive lugs for improved traction, toe spike compatibility and a supportive evA 
footbed with Aegis® anti-microbial treatment.
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Blue Jewel / Gum Dress Blue / Gum

SIZES: PART No.
37 – 48: 7058205-216 

SIZES: PART No.
37 – 48:  7058251-262 

Black / Turquoise

Army Glowing Red / Gum

SIZES: PART No.
37 – 48:  7068255-266 

SIZES: PART No.
37 – 38:  8012084-085 
39 – 48:  7042737-746 

Black / Gum Black / Gum

SIZES: PART No.
37 – 48:  2040899-910 

SIZES: PART No.
37 – 48:  7058239-250 

Grippin’ and sHrEddin’ provEn on THE dH WorLd Cup

JaCKETCHamBER

uppEr: 

Low-profile design

High-quality microfiber

laced closure with lace  
keeper strap

rubber toe cap

ouTsoLE:

evA midsole

vibram® MegaGrip™ rubber 
outsole with engineered lugs  
at pedal zone

FooTBEd: 

evA midsole with poron®  
Xrd™ heel crash pad

Molded evA footbed with  
medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

416 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

37 – 48 in whole sizes only

uppEr: 

Low-profile design

High-quality microfiber

laced closure with lace  
keeper strap

internal “bootie”  
construction system

rubber toe cap

Wide security/fit strap

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible shank 
with optimized cleat zone

vibram® MegaGrip™  
rubber outsole

FooTBEd: 

evA midsole with poron®

Xrd™ heel crash pad

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

536 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

37 – 48 in whole sizes only

The Jacket™ transforms the flat pedal riding experience, thanks in part to the Vibram® MegaGrip™  
rubber outsole. This rubber compound was engineered for exceptional grip for trail riding, dirt jumping and 
downhilling. Other highlights include a low-profile upper, an EVA cushioning in the midsole (that helps to 
reduce shock) and a poron® XRD™ heel pad that helps minimize the impact of hard landings and bailouts. 
With a variety of on-point color options, these shoes are just as comfortable at happy hour in the Whistler 
Village as they are bombing down A-Line.

don’t be fooled by the skate-inspired, street shoe look – the Chamber™ is a pure performance race shoe 
packed with technical features. An SPD-compatible, dual-injected shank merges efficient pedaling with a 
flexible forefoot; an internal bootie secures the foot and keeps mud and other debris out, and the Vibram® 
rubber outsole provides grip and durability. Whether you’re clipping in for a world championship race run  
or exploring your local singletrack, the Chamber is built to shred.
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Dark Shadow / Flame Mil Spec Olive / Black

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7068291-300 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50: 7077356-367 

Lime / Black Dress Blue / Gum

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7076823-832

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48: 7058525-534

Black / Charcoal Black / Glowing Red

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 50:  7068279-290 

SIZES: PART No.
39 – 48:  7058515-524 
49 – 50: 7077354-355 

THE daiLy advEnTurEr on road or dirTCorE mTB vaLuEs

RUmBLE VRCaRBIDE R

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable synthetic 
and mesh laced closure

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible shank 
with optimized cleat zone

evA midsole

vibram® ecostep™ rubber outsole

FooTBEd: 

evA footbed

WEiGHT: 

425 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

39 – 50 in whole sizes only 

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
synthetic fiber

Classic 3-strap closure

ouTsoLE:

Co-molded nylon and rubber  
high-traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

WEiGHT: 

315 grams (size 42)

siZinG:

39 – 50 in whole sizes only 

the rumble™ vr is a versatile shoe that combines performance riding features like clipless pedal compatibility 
with the walkability of a grippy vibram® outsole and the comfort of a light hiking shoe. With an upper made 
from a supple, synthetic and mesh, and an injected inner shank to help transfer your power to the pedals,  
it’s a true cycling shoe that doesn’t compromise the flexibility you need when you’re walking on the trail. 

The Carbide™ R is an XC shoe with the comfortable, supportive fit found in our premium shoes, combined with 
a nylon and rubber co-molded outsole. This results in impressive durability, grip and traction in rocks and mud. 
The upper is made of supple synthetic leather with three wide straps that allow easy fit adjustments while 
a supportive EVA footbed enhances comfort. A stout injected nylon sole helps transfer power to the pedals 
instantly, enhancing your connection to the bike.
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White / Black

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077184-197 

rEvoLuTion oF THE spECiEs 

FaCTRESS TECHLaCE

uppEr: 

one-piece upper design

Premium Evofiber™ SL breathable 
teijin® microfiber

techlace™ + Boa ip1 dial  
(1mm +/- with macro release)

ouTsoLE:

easton® eC90 slX 

steel hardware

replaceable walking pads

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

X-static® anti-microbial fiber

travel bag included

WEiGHT: 

195 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5

the Factress™ techlace™ is our lightest weight women’s road shoe, featuring a revolutionary closure system 
that couples the benefits of laces with the convenience of a dial. The Techlace system replaces D-rings and 
other hardware with laces, providing a more supple feel across the forefoot, and the laces can be easily 
replaced if damaged. The Boa IP1 dial offers fast, intuitive adjustment in 1mm increments when tightening 
or loosening. The Factress Techlace has all the performance you’d expect from Giro: The upper is constructed 
with Evofiber SL, which is durable yet highly breathable. Inside the shoe, our SuperNatural Fit footbed features 
adjustable arch supports to personalize fit, comfort and pedaling efficiency. Power transfer is bolstered by the 
easton® EC90 SLX2 carbon fiber outsole, which is among the lightest, thinnest and stiffest pedaling platforms 
on the road, giving you a direct connection to the pedals.
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White Reflective / Marble Galaxy White

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077198-211 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077406-419 

Bright Pink / Black

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077392-405 

Black / Marble Galaxy Black

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7082135-148 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077378-391 

ComForT, sTyLE, adJusTaBiLiTy—piCK aLL 3 THE sTandard For ComForT and sTyLE

RaES TECHLaCEEmPIRE W aCC

uppEr: 

Techlace™ + Boa L6 dial 
 (1mm tighten with macro release)

Welded and bonded upper

Toe and heel microfiber 
reinforcements

ouTsoLE:

easton® eC70 carbon composite 

steel hardware

replaceable walking pads

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

230 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5

uppEr: 

one-piece upper design

Premium Evofiber™ breathable 
Teijin microfiber

empire laces: holds a knot, 
durable and light

ouTsoLE:

easton® EC90 ACC carbon fiber

steel hardware 

replaceable heel pads

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit  
with adjustable arch support

X-static® anti-microbial fiber

travel bag included

WEiGHT: 

210 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half-sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5 

The Raes™ Techlace™ lets you have it all. This is a stunning road shoe featuring the comfort of laces and 
the convenience of a strap. The Techlace system replaces D-rings and other hardware with laces, providing a 
more supple feel across the forefoot, and the laces can be easily replaced if damaged. The Boa L6 dial offers 
1mm adjustment increments when tightening with macro release function. The Raes Techlace is constructed 
with a lightweight, breathable bonded and welded upper and an easton® EC70 carbon composite outsole. 
Inside the shoe, our SuperNatural Fit footbed features adjustable arch supports to personalize fit, comfort and 
pedaling efficiency.

The Empire™ W ACC offers classic laced style while delivering comfort and performance on the road. This shoe 
showcases the superb fit and feel of a laced cycling shoe, with seven points of fit adjustment to complement 
the breathable Evofiber™ synthetic upper. And with a premium Easton® EC90 ACC carbon outsole for efficient 
power transfer and the adjustable support of our supernatural Fit system footbed, it’s one of the most 
comfortable, direct connection to the pedals you can get.
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White Black / Gum

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7057002-015 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7058137-144 

FiT For aLL your daiLy advEnTurEsimprEssivE FiT, pErFormanCE and vaLuE

CIVILaESPaDa E70

uppEr: 

High-quality, perforated  
microfiber upper

laced closure with non-slip laces

Micro-suede heel counter

ouTsoLE:

injected nylon with 2-bolt  
cleat mount

replaceable, high-traction  
walking pads

Mid-foot scuff guard

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed with 
microsuede top sheet and  
medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

275 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43 in whole sizes only

uppEr: 

Evofiber,™breathable microfiber 

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

ouTsoLE:

easton® eC70 carbon composite

steel hardware 

replaceable heel pad

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

265 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half-sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5 

A recreational riding favorite, the women’s Civila™ is hardworking enough to get you where you’re going, 
yet it remains stylish and walkable once you get there. A low-profile microfiber lace-up construction blends 
seamlessly with street wear, and high-traction walking pads on the firm nylon outsole make for a sure-footed 
experience on the pedals or on the trail. Our Performance Fit last helps the Civila™ stay as comfortable at mile 
30 as it was at mile 1.

the espada™ eC70 combines timeless cycling style with the latest materials to boast impressive performance 
at this price. It starts with a perforated Evofiber™ upper that conforms to your foot, and our acclaimed 
SuperNatural Fit footbed with adjustable arch support to helps optimize your comfort and pedaling efficiency. 
then we add a robust easton® eC70 carbon composite outsole with replaceable heel pads to get the most out 
of your pedal stroke, without sacrificing long-term durability.
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White

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7068597-610 

Highlight Yellow / Black

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077212-225 

Black Silver / White / Milky Blue

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7068583-596 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7042183-196 

FasT FiT and FEEL For TriaTHLonprEmium sTyLE and ComForT, 
WiTHouT a prEmium priCE

FLYNT TRISOLaRa II

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable microfiber 
and air mesh upper

strong and secure  
two-strap closure

ouTsoLE:

injected nylon with universal  
cleat mound (2 or 3 bolt)

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

230 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half-sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5 

uppEr: 

Welded and bonded upper

High-quality, breathable microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

ouTsoLE:

dupont® Zytel™ nylon  
with standard 3-bolt mount 

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

270 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half-sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5 

The lightweight Flynt™ Tri is contoured for a women’s-specific fit and built with details that make the difference 
for triathletes. A wide throat opening and broad adjustable straps create a precision fit that isn’t restrictive, 
and a loop heel pull makes for fast, easy transitions to the bike. The engineered nylon outsole has a low stack 
height, creating a direct connection to your pedals for a sure, efficient stroke.

The Solara™ II is built with the same comfortable fit as our premium shoes, thanks to a supple upper and a 
micro-ratcheting, low-profile buckle that offers precise fit adjustment. The upper is now welded and bonded, 
resulting in fewer seams for reduced hot spots and improved comfort. A supportive EVA footbed with Aegis® 
anti-microbial treatment is matched with our stiff dupont® Zytel™ nylon outsole to create an efficient, powerful 
platform for transferring energy to the pedals. It’s a great choice for enthusiasts or recreational riders who are 
on the road to becoming dedicated cyclists. 
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Matte White / Gloss White Dark Shadow / Highlight Yellow

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7068575-582 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7058121-128 

Black / White Silver / Rhodamine Red

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7042253-260 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7042291-298 

rEady For a spinsimpLE ELEGanCE For THE opEn road

WHYNDSaNTE II

uppEr: 

Microfiber and mesh upper

laced closure with lace  
keeper strap

Wide security/fit strap

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible shank 
with optimized cleat zone

Molded evA outsole  
with rubber walking zones

FooTBEd: 

evA midsole

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

325 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43 in whole sizes only 

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
synthetic fiber 

Classic 3-strap closure

ouTsoLE:

injected nylon with universal  
cleat mount (2 or 3 bolt) 

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

230 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43 in whole sizes only

the Whynd™ has indoor and recreational cycling in mind with athletic-inspired lace-up styling in mesh and 
synthetic leather. A grippy rubber and EVA outsole with a stout nylon shank and a recessed cleat pocket 
allows you to lock into your pedal stroke, without sacrificing off-bike walkability. This women’s shoe is a solid, 
versatile choice for times when you need agility in and out of the saddle, and it can transition from gym ride to 
occasional joy rides with ease and style.

Timeless style and a comfortable, supportive fit make the women’s Sante™ II a popular choice for recreational 
riders. A supple synthetic upper adjusts quickly and precisely with three wide straps, and an Aegis® anti-
microbial EVA sock liner underfoot stays comfortable through extended pedaling. The stiff injected nylon 
outsole is outfitted with our new Universal Cleat Mount system that accommodates both three-bolt and  
two-bolt cleat / pedal systems for easy integration with whatever pedals you prefer.
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WOmEN’S
DIRT
SHOES
2017 Giro sport desiGn

Montara Mips Helmet, roust Jersey, Arc short, la dnd Glove, Hrc+ Merino sock, empire W vr90 shoes



Berry / Bright Pink Bright Pink / Black

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077420-433 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077448-461 

Black / Marble Galaxy Matte Black

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077434-447 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7058535-548 

pErFormanCE TaKEs a sTEp ForWardmorE ComForTaBLE in THE dirT

SICa VR70EmPIRE W VR90

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
Evofiber™ microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe cap

ouTsoLE:

easton® EC70 carbon fiber

vibram® molded rubber  
high traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial fiber

WEiGHT: 

345 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half-sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5 

uppEr: 

one-piece upper design

Premium Evofiber™ breathable 
teijin® microfiber

empire laces: holds a knot, 
durable and light

ouTsoLE:

easton® EC90 carbon fiber

Molded vibram® rubber high 
traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard 

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

supernatural Fit kit with 
adjustable arch support

X-static® anti-microbial fiber

travel bag and stainless  
steel toe spikes included

WEiGHT: 

305 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half-sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5 

The Sica™ VR70 is the shoe for women who want full power transfer without sacrificing the durability needed 
to stand up to rugged trails and conditions. The upper features our proprietary Evofiber™ material for superb 
fit, and complements the adjustable SuperNatural Fit footbed that allows custom tuning of your arch support. 
An easton® EC70 carbon composite outsole offers pro-level stiffness and is finished with a tough, molded 
vibram® rubber outsole that provides protection and grip when you’re off the bike.

the empire™ W vr90 is our lightest and most comfortable option for women who demand 
performance on the trails. Highlights include a lightweight laced one-piece upper for unrivaled comfort, 
an easton® eC90 full carbon outsole and molded vibram® rubber tread for relentless grip. The upper 
is made of our breathable Evofiber™ synthetic upper by Teijin® for superb fit and support that won’t 
stretch out with wear or weather. Our adjustable SuperNatural Fit footbed lets you fine-tune the fit and 
arch support for maximum pedaling efficiency.
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priCE: 

$250 usd

priCE: 

$300 usd
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CusTomiZE your EmpirEs 
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Dark Shadow / Berry Charcoal / Turquoise

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7076938-951 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7068333-346 

Dark Shadow / Bright Pink

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077462-475 

Black / Dynasty Green Black

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7042629-642 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7068319-332 

our CLassiC WomEn’s TraiL sHoE 
WiTH a ruBBEr ouTsoLE

soLid FooTinG up and doWn THE mounTain

maNTa RTERRaDURa

uppEr: 

durable welded and stitched upper

High-quality, breathable microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable)

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe cap

ouTsoLE:

Co-molded nylon and rubber high 
traction lugged outsole 

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

335 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half-sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5 

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
Evofiber™ microfiber

strong and secure n-1 ratcheting 
buckle closure and n-2 strap 
(replaceable).

offset strap d-ring at mid-foot

rubber toe cap

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible shank 
with optimized cleat zone

updated full vibram® high-traction 
lugged outsole

Flexible forefoot for walking

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

Aegis® anti-microbial treatment

WEiGHT: 

410 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43, including half-sizes from 
37.5 – 42.5

the Manta™ r features a nylon and rubber co-molded outsole for exceptional durability and improved grip 
on rocks or roots. The reinforced toe box boasts a rubber toe-guard for improved durability yet comfort reigns 
supreme with a supple microfiber upper two straps and a micro-ratcheting buckle. Those features, combined 
with the stiff and efficient nylon outsole, create a shoe that rivals the performance of more expensive composite 
designs. Other highlights include aggressive lugs for improved traction, toe spike compatibility and a supportive 
evA footbed with Aegis® anti-microbial treatment.

the terradura™ blends walkability, durability and pedaling stiffness, giving you a more versatile version of a 
true mountain bike shoe. A robust Vibram® lugged outsole grips pedals as well as mud, logs and rocks with 
equal dexterity. The supple microfiber upper is tailored for a woman’s foot and features a micro-ratcheting 
buckle and two-strap closure system that adjusts quickly and easily to tune the fit.
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priCE: 

$150 usd

priCE: 

$180 usd
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White / Coral Titanium / Blue Jewel

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7068411-418 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7058435-442 

Turquoise / Bright Pink

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7077476-483 

Black / Charcoal Black / Wild Lime

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7068403-410 

SIZES: PART No.
36 – 43:  7058427-434 

THE daiLy advEnTurEr on road or dirTa BETTEr ConnECTion For a BETTEr ridE

PETRa VRRIELa R

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
synthetic and mesh

laced closure with a lace holder

ouTsoLE:

Molded spd-compatible shank 
with optimized cleat zone

evA midsole

vibram® ecostep rubber outsole

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

WEiGHT: 

405 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43 in whole sizes only 

uppEr: 

High-quality, breathable  
synthetic fiber

Classic 3-strap closure

ouTsoLE:

Co-molded nylon and rubber high 
traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel toe spikes

FooTBEd: 

Molded evA footbed  
with medium arch support

WEiGHT: 

295 grams (size 39)

siZinG:

36 – 43 in whole sizes only 

the petra™ vr is a versatile shoe that combines performance riding features like clipless pedal compatibility 
with the walkability and comfort of a light hiking shoe. We take an upper made from a supple, breathable 
microfiber and mesh and match it to an injected inner shank to help power transfer to the pedals. This is a true 
cycling shoe that doesn’t compromise the flexibility you need when you’re walking on the trail.

The women’s Riela™R is a rugged trail shoe with the comfortable, supportive fit that Giro is known for.  
it features a nylon and rubber co-molded outsole for exceptional durability and improved grip and traction 
in rocks and mud. A high-grade synthetic leather upper features three wide straps for simple yet precise fit 
adjustments. A supportive EVA footbed enhances fit and comfort, while a stout injected nylon sole helps 
transfer power to the pedals instantly.
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$80 usd
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SIZE : PART No.
OS 7053851

SUPERNaTURaL FIT KITSUPERNaTURaL FIT KIT TOE SPIKE KITSUPERNaTURaL FIT KIT

FEaTurEs: 

Molded wrench included

stainless steel construction 

siZEs:

one size

FEaTurEs: 

Adjustable arch support  
with cycling specific design

X-static® anti-microbial topsheet 

siZEs:

39 – 48.5

FEaTurEs: 

Adjustable arch support  
with cycling specific design

X-static® anti-microbial topsheet 

siZEs:

36 – 43.5

FEaTurEs: 

ultra light adjustable arch support 
with cycling specific design

siZEs:

36 – 43.5

Giro cycling shoes are designed for 
adventures, but sometimes conditions 
demand more. With the Toe Spike Kit, 
your mountain bike shoes can handle the 
toughest adventures. These machined 
steel toe spikes are designed to provide 
added traction in loose or slippery terrain. 
they are easy to install using the included 
wrench, and they are compatible with all 
Giro off-road shoes and most toe spike 
compatible MTB shoes from other brands. 
Harsh conditions won’t interrupt your 
adventures because the toe spike kit will 
let you keep traction and keep moving.

the supernatural Fit system 
combines a thin, cycling-
specific footbed with an 
adjustable arch support 
system that allows riders to 
custom-tune their fit right 
out of the box, without any 
tools or hassles. Each Men’s 
supernatural Fit kit includes 
four interchangeable arch 
supports (sizes s, M, l) so that 
you can get the perfect fit.

the supernatural Fit system 
combines a thin, cycling-
specific footbed with an 
adjustable arch support 
system that allows riders to 
custom-tune their fit right out 
of the box, without any tools 
or hassles. Each Women’s 
supernatural Fit kit includes 
three interchangeable arch 
supports (sizes s, M, l) so that 
you can get the perfect fit. 

the prolight supernatural Fit 
system provides adjustable 
arch support at half the weight 
of our standard supernatural 
Fit Kit. The SuperNatural 
Fit system combines a thin, 
cycling-specific footbed with 
an adjustable arch support 
system that allows riders to 
custom-tune their fit right out 
of the box, without any tools or 
hassles. Each Men’s Prolight 
supernatural Fit kit includes 
three interchangeable arch 
supports (size s, M, l) so that 
you can get the perfect fit. 

adJusTaBLE arCH supporT dEsiGnEd 
For Giro WomEn’s FooTWEar

proLiGHT supErnaTuraL FiT KiT
uLTra LiGHT adJusTaBLE arCH supporT

WHEn TouGH CondiTions dEmand 
EXTra BiTE

adJusTaBLE arCH supporT For 
opTimaL ComForT and EFFiCiEnCy

S

M

L

XL

S

M

L

S

M
L

WomEn’sproLiGHT mEn’s
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priCE: 

$20 usd
priCE: 

$40 usd

priCE: 

$40 usd

priCE: 

$40 usd

SIZE : PART No.
39 – 40.5 7042779
41 – 42.5  7042780
43 – 44.5 7042781
45 – 46.5  7042782

47 – 48.5  7042783

SIZE : PART No.
36 – 37.5 7042793
38 – 39.5  7042794
40 – 41.5 7042795 

42 – 43.5  7042796

SIZE : PART No.
39 – 40.5  7082362
41 – 42.5  7082363
43 – 44.5  7082364
45 – 46.5  7082365
47 – 48.5  7082366

49 – 50.5 7082367



MEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

MEN’S SHOE SIZES

WOMEN’S SHOE SIZES

PERFORMANCE FIT AND HV FIT*

EU  39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00 43.50 44.00 44.50 45.00 45.50 46.00 46.50 47.00 47.50 48.00 49.00 50.00

US   6.50 7.00 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.5 9.00 9.50 9.50 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.50 13.00 13.00 13.50 14.50 15.00

CM  25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50 28.00 28.00 28.50  29.00 29.00 29.50 30.00 30.00 30.50 31.00 31.50 32.00

UK  5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.00 12.50 13.50 14.00

EU  36.00 36.50 37.00 37.50 38.00 38.50 39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00

US   5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.50 10.50

CM  23.00 23.00 23.50 24.00 24.00 24.50 25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50

UK  3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50

EU 39.0 -    40.5  41.0 -  42.5 43.00 -  44.50 45.0 -  46.50  47.00 -  48.0 49.0 -  50.0 

US  6.5 -    7.5  8.0 -  9.0 9.50 -  10.75 11.0 -  12.25  12.75 -  13.0 14.0 -  14.5 

CM 24.0 -    25.0  25.5 -  26.5  26.75 -  27.75 28.0 -  29.00  29.50 -  29.5 30.5 -  31.0 

UK 5.5  -   6.5  7.0 -  8.0 8.50 -  9.75 10.0 -  11.25  11.75 -  12.5 13.0 -  13.5 

EU 36.0 -  37.50 38.0 -  39.50 40.0 -  41.50 42.00 -  43.5

US  5.0 -  6.25 6.5 -  7.75 8.25 -  9.25 9.75 -  11.0

CM 22.0 -  23.00 23.5 -  24.50 24.75 -  25.75 26.00 -  27.0

UK 3.0 -  4.25 4.5 -  5.75 6.25 -  7.25 7.75 -  9.0

WOMEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

PERFORMANCE FIT AND HV FIT*MEN’S SHOE SIZING

WOMEN’S SHOE SIZING

MEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

WOMEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

MEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

MEN’S SHOE SIZES

WOMEN’S SHOE SIZES

PERFORMANCE FIT AND HV FIT*

EU  39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00 43.50 44.00 44.50 45.00 45.50 46.00 46.50 47.00 47.50 48.00 49.00 50.00

US   6.50 7.00 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.5 9.00 9.50 9.50 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.50 13.00 13.00 13.50 14.50 15.00

CM  25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50 28.00 28.00 28.50  29.00 29.00 29.50 30.00 30.00 30.50 31.00 31.50 32.00

UK  5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.00 12.50 13.50 14.00

EU  36.00 36.50 37.00 37.50 38.00 38.50 39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00

US   5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.50 10.50

CM  23.00 23.00 23.50 24.00 24.00 24.50 25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50

UK  3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50

EU 39.0 -    40.5  41.0 -  42.5 43.00 -  44.50 45.0 -  46.50  47.00 -  48.0 49.0 -  50.0 

US  6.5 -    7.5  8.0 -  9.0 9.50 -  10.75 11.0 -  12.25  12.75 -  13.0 14.0 -  14.5 

CM 24.0 -    25.0  25.5 -  26.5  26.75 -  27.75 28.0 -  29.00  29.50 -  29.5 30.5 -  31.0 

UK 5.5  -   6.5  7.0 -  8.0 8.50 -  9.75 10.0 -  11.25  11.75 -  12.5 13.0 -  13.5 

EU 36.0 -  37.50 38.0 -  39.50 40.0 -  41.50 42.00 -  43.5

US  5.0 -  6.25 6.5 -  7.75 8.25 -  9.25 9.75 -  11.0

CM 22.0 -  23.00 23.5 -  24.50 24.75 -  25.75 26.00 -  27.0

UK 3.0 -  4.25 4.5 -  5.75 6.25 -  7.25 7.75 -  9.0

WOMEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

MEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

MEN’S SHOE SIZES

WOMEN’S SHOE SIZES

PERFORMANCE FIT AND HV FIT*

EU  39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00 43.50 44.00 44.50 45.00 45.50 46.00 46.50 47.00 47.50 48.00 49.00 50.00

US   6.50 7.00 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.5 9.00 9.50 9.50 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.50 13.00 13.00 13.50 14.50 15.00

CM  25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50 28.00 28.00 28.50  29.00 29.00 29.50 30.00 30.00 30.50 31.00 31.50 32.00

UK  5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.00 12.50 13.50 14.00

EU  36.00 36.50 37.00 37.50 38.00 38.50 39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00

US   5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.50 10.50

CM  23.00 23.00 23.50 24.00 24.00 24.50 25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50

UK  3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50

EU 39.0 -    40.5  41.0 -  42.5 43.00 -  44.50 45.0 -  46.50  47.00 -  48.0 49.0 -  50.0 

US  6.5 -    7.5  8.0 -  9.0 9.50 -  10.75 11.0 -  12.25  12.75 -  13.0 14.0 -  14.5 

CM 24.0 -    25.0  25.5 -  26.5  26.75 -  27.75 28.0 -  29.00  29.50 -  29.5 30.5 -  31.0 

UK 5.5  -   6.5  7.0 -  8.0 8.50 -  9.75 10.0 -  11.25  11.75 -  12.5 13.0 -  13.5 

EU 36.0 -  37.50 38.0 -  39.50 40.0 -  41.50 42.00 -  43.5

US  5.0 -  6.25 6.5 -  7.75 8.25 -  9.25 9.75 -  11.0

CM 22.0 -  23.00 23.5 -  24.50 24.75 -  25.75 26.00 -  27.0

UK 3.0 -  4.25 4.5 -  5.75 6.25 -  7.25 7.75 -  9.0

WOMEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

MEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

MEN’S SHOE SIZES

WOMEN’S SHOE SIZES

PERFORMANCE FIT AND HV FIT*

EU  39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00 43.50 44.00 44.50 45.00 45.50 46.00 46.50 47.00 47.50 48.00 49.00 50.00

US   6.50 7.00 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.5 9.00 9.50 9.50 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.50 13.00 13.00 13.50 14.50 15.00

CM  25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50 28.00 28.00 28.50  29.00 29.00 29.50 30.00 30.00 30.50 31.00 31.50 32.00

UK  5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.00 12.50 13.50 14.00

EU  36.00 36.50 37.00 37.50 38.00 38.50 39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00

US   5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.50 10.50

CM  23.00 23.00 23.50 24.00 24.00 24.50 25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50

UK  3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50

EU 39.0 -    40.5  41.0 -  42.5 43.00 -  44.50 45.0 -  46.50  47.00 -  48.0 49.0 -  50.0 

US  6.5 -    7.5  8.0 -  9.0 9.50 -  10.75 11.0 -  12.25  12.75 -  13.0 14.0 -  14.5 

CM 24.0 -    25.0  25.5 -  26.5  26.75 -  27.75 28.0 -  29.00  29.50 -  29.5 30.5 -  31.0 

UK 5.5  -   6.5  7.0 -  8.0 8.50 -  9.75 10.0 -  11.25  11.75 -  12.5 13.0 -  13.5 

EU 36.0 -  37.50 38.0 -  39.50 40.0 -  41.50 42.00 -  43.5

US  5.0 -  6.25 6.5 -  7.75 8.25 -  9.25 9.75 -  11.0

CM 22.0 -  23.00 23.5 -  24.50 24.75 -  25.75 26.00 -  27.0

UK 3.0 -  4.25 4.5 -  5.75 6.25 -  7.25 7.75 -  9.0

WOMEN’S FOOTBED SIZING

*Giro offers the HV fit option for riders with wide feet (EE width) or very high instep and arch heights. It can also help to 
accommodate riders who require internal wedges or custom orthotics that are thicker than traditional cycling footbeds.
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EmPIRE LaCES
the empire laces were specially designed to be extremely durable, hold a single knot all day and provide 
unparalleled comfort. Giro now offers them in new colors to help customize your Empire shoes or replace 
older laces.

CusTomiZE your EmpirE sHoEs

Highlight Yellow

Turquoise

Blue Jewel

Black Reflective

White

Mil Spec Olive 

Coral Pink

Puke Green

Purple 

Glowing Red Bright RedBlack

50”/127cm: 7070508
52”/132cm: 7070509
54”/137cm: 7070510
56”/142cm: 7070511

50”/127cm: 7082208
52”/132cm: 7082209
54”/137cm: 7082210
56”/142cm: 7082211

50”/127cm: 7070496
52”/132cm: 7070497
54”/137cm: 7070498
56”/142cm: 7070499

50”/127cm: 7082192
52”/132cm: 7082193
54”/137cm: 7082194
56”/142cm: 7082195

50”/127cm: 7070512
52”/132cm: 7070513
54”/137cm: 7070514
56”/142cm: 7070515

50”/127cm: 7082200
52”/132cm: 7082201
54”/137cm: 7082202
56”/142cm: 7082203

50”/127cm: 7070500
52”/132cm: 7070501
54”/137cm: 7070502
56”/142cm: 7070503

50”/127cm: 7070925
52”/132cm: 7070926
54”/137cm: 7070927
56”/142cm: 7070928

50”/127cm: 7082204
52”/132cm: 7082205
54”/137cm: 7082206
56”/142cm: 7082207

50”/127cm: 7070504
52”/132cm: 7070505
54”/137cm: 7070506
56”/142cm: 7070507

50”/127cm: 7082196
52”/132cm: 7082197
54”/137cm: 7082198
56”/142cm: 7082199

50”/127cm: 7070492
52”/132cm: 7070493
54”/137cm: 7070494
56”/142cm: 7070495

FEaTurEs: 

Holds a knot

easy to clean

offered in 4 lengths

siZinG:

50”  36 – 42.5  
52”  43 – 45.5  
54”  46 – 48  
56”  49 – 50 

priCE: 

$6 usd



N-1 BUCKLE
The N-1 buckle is adjustable in 3mm increments to tension the strap, with a quick release by simply depressing the lower lever. The design allows 
grit to be cleared easily for reliable function on- and off-road. It offers two mounting positions and a guard that helps to prevent unwanted release 
of the buckle, and is compatible with our previous shoe designs should a rider need a replacement.

BOA® DIAL
Boa dial systems provide fast, easy adjustability with the turn of a dial. The proprietary combination of a cable lace with nylon guides and 
a mechanical reel eliminates stretch, reduces weight and provides a finer adjustment (1mm increments) compared to traditional buckles, 
and it offers an instant “macro release” function too. Boa buckles are covered under a lifetime warranty against defects.

DUPONT®

For more than 200 years, DuPont has brought world-class science and engineering to innovative products, materials and services. 
DuPont nylon, including Zytel™ nylon, is a versatile performance material that can be tuned to meet a wide range of performance 
needs. It’s tough, light and surprisingly resilient in a variety of conditions and environments, with excellent performance levels that 
are maintained much longer than traditional nylons.

EASTON® ENGINEERED OUTSOLE PLATES
We worked closely with the engineering staff at Easton to develop proprietary outsoles that provide the most direct, powerful connection to the pedals 
without compromising comfort. Using advanced modeling and proprietary fixturing in our extensive test lab, every outsole is engineered to provide 
ideal stiffness in 3 zones: Toe, Arch, and Heel, while maintaining the lowest possible weight and stack-height (as low as 6.5mm). Additionally, the 
flatter edges of our outsoles allow the shoe upper material to conform to larger or wider feet (what we call the “spillover” effect) without uncomfort-
able pinching or binding. 

HIGH-VOLUME FIT
Giro “HV” footwear is built on proprietary, cycling-specific lasts that are specially designed to create a fit that hugs wider or higher-volume feet closely 
without binding, crowding or discomfort. In order to provide the most supportive and precise fit possible, our HV lasts are hand-crafted in whole and 
half-sizes too, so you get the best fit possible in a production shoe. Giro HV fit is recommended for widths from D-EE, and is an option for feet with very 
high instep. 

PRECISION FIT
Giro footwear is built on proprietary cycling-specific lasts to create a fit that hugs the foot closely without binding, crowding or discomfort. Our lasts are 
hand-crafted specifically for cycling footwear in whole and half-sizes that are differentiated between men’s and women’s shoes, in order to provide the 
most supportive and precise fit possible in a production shoe.

WOMEN’S SERIES 
The Women’s Series™ is a complete collection of fits, styles and prices that are uniquely tailored to female riders. Each Women’s Series shoe is available 
with a level of detail that is unique within the line, and also features specific sizing and patterning in order to support the lower volume and narrower heel 
of a woman’s foot. The one thing that isn’t different is the level of performance since we use the same top-quality materials and technologies found in our 
premium men’s shoes. All together, we believe the Women’s Series offers a range of options that suit nearly any need, and with more compelling styles 
than competing brands.

TECHLACE™ SYSTEM 
The Techlace™ system is an extraordinary patent-pending design that couples the benefits of laces with the convenience of a strap for 
superb fit and easy adjustment on-the-fly. By replacing D-rings and other hardware with laces, the Techlace system provides a more 
supple feel across the forefoot. Plus, the laces can be easily replaced if damaged.

X-STATIC® FIBERS 
X-Static fibers are made with layers of pure silver that are permanently bonded to the surface of the fabric. Silver offers natural  
anti-microbial performance that helps to reduce odor and regulate heat, so your feet stay fresh and comfortable, naturally.

NEUTRAL PLATFORM
The term Neutral Platform means that there is no tilt or permanent adjustment built-in to our shoes. By maintaining a neutral platform, riders who 
require wedges or other adjustments are free to choose from a variety of systems that best meet their needs over time, without having to compen-
sate for unnecessary or improper adjustments that can compromise the fit or performance of their shoes, or cause stress to muscles or joints.

SUPERNATURAL FIT SYSTEM 
The Giro SuperNatural Fit System combines a cycling-specific footbed with an adjustable arch support kit. By simply choosing from any of the Low, 
Medium and High arch supports included in the kit, riders and fitters can independently adjust arch support to enhance fit and pedaling efficiency while 
reducing or eliminating common discomforts like hotspots, numbness and cramping. The system is available in men’s and women’s sizes, and incorpo-
rates X-Static® fibers in the footbed to fight odors and other bacteria.

SONIC WELDED ARMOR 
Sonic welding is a process that uses sonic waves and pressure to fuse two elements together permanently. Utilizing this process to add a layer of armor to soft 
fabrics results in a more durable bond that is also cleaner and more accurate than traditional adhesives, and lighter too.

EVOFIBER™ 
Evofiber™ takes the best attributes of mesh and microfiber, and fuses them into a single fabric that repels water and improves breathability 
throughout the shoe. By eliminating the extra seams and adhesives required to insert mesh panels, the durability, comfort and weight of our 
shoes can all be dramatically improved. Evofiber™ also holds shape exceptionally well, and is fast drying and easy to clean.
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AEGIS® MICROBE SHIELD
The Aegis Microbe Shield is an anti-microbial barrier that is permanently bonded with the fabric. It uses the power of a tiny positive electrical 
charge to inhibit the presence of odor-causing microbes that can cause odor, discoloring or fading, so your shoes stay fresh and odor-free.

PORON® XRD™ 
Poron XRD is a soft, shock-absorbing material specifically engineered to absorb up to 90% of impact energy, without a loss of performance 
from repeated impacts. Using “intelligent molecules”, Poron® XRD™ remains supple and flexible until impacted, when the molecules lock 
together immediately to deflect and help absorb shock. Other benefits include “open cell, breathable” performance with antifungal proper-
ties, and no latex, PVCs, VOCs, or heavy metals. 

VIBRAM® 
Vibram is the world leader in high performance rubber soles, with technologically advanced compounds like HydraGrip, the stickiest moldable 
compound in the Vibram arsenal and developed specifically for flat pedal riding in dry and wet conditions; and MegaGrip, a high performance 
sticky compound with significantly more durability and only a minimal decrease in friction compared to HydraGrip. All Vibram soles are produced 
with three objectives: to guarantee the best performance, the maximum level of comfort and quality over time.
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